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crop was packed for sale, if sales occur
on a separate date. This information
will help answer questions regarding
a food safety issue and will provide
traceability. In these records, date and
quantity are relatively straightforward, but how much detail is necessary for recording the location? For
some farms a simple field number or
name would suffice. For farms with a
broad range of crops in one or more
fields, a bed numbering system or a
way to identify specific growing areas is best.

o evaluate a farm’s financial and
production goals, growers need
to have a handle on farm sales. But
just recording sales doesn’t show the
whole economic picture, as it does
not count available, unsold product or product culled due to quality
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information may be necessary. For
multiple locations and harvested
farms that market to local restaurants
multiple times, such as green beans,
and retail outlets and that maintain
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harvest logs, a date marked on the
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Farm records should first serve as a
tool to improve your farm operation.
If those records can also satisfy requirements for organic certification
or food safety, then you’ve accomplished two tasks at once, always a
good thing on a busy farm.
For additional information, harvest templates and other record-keeping forms,
search ATTRA (www.attra.org) for Organic System Plan Template for Crop
and/or Livestock Production.

